1. What are the CT findings? 2. What is the unifying diagnosis? 3. What is the plan of management for this patient? CT is often the first investigation for these patients. The key imaging finding is visualisation of a hyperdense cortical vein or venous sinus. In paired veins (such as transverse sinus), comparison with the contralateral side can be helpful in detecting the hyperdense vein. A filled delta sign is a special imaging finding that signifies thrombosis of the superior sagittal sinus (SSS). 1 This sign is formed by a triangular shaped hyperdensity in the SSS that represents the thrombus. Because these densities are often subtle and not obvious, they can be overlooked on the initial scan. Thus, recognition of these primary findings can avoid resultant complications. 2 Complications include ischaemic infarction with or without haemorrhage. Location of infarct with or without haemorrhage is typically reflecting the venous drainage territories of the thrombosed vein. In our patient, temporal lobe haemorrhage is an associated feature of transverse sinus thrombosis. Conversely, intracranial haemorrhage of arterial origin usually occurs in deep white matter areas including the basal ganglia. 3 Recognition of these patterns can aid in diagnosis. Confirmation of diagnosis consists of CT or magnetic resonance venography.
Management generally consists of anticoagulation even in the setting of established haemorrhagia transformation as it prevent further thrombus propagation and further venous infarction. Antiepileptics can be considered, as seizures are common in patients with CVST.
In conclusion, CVST is a diagnosis often overlooked on CT scan. Recognition of the hyperdense thrombosed veins, pattern of venous infarction and haemorrahgic transformation can help to prevent any delay in diagnosis and initiation of anticoagulants.
